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TO:  PCS Business Partners 

FROM: Marketing 

RE: PCS Satomi Edgeband  

As part of our continual improvement practices, we are 
consistently evaluating our products and suppliers to ensure 
we are delivering quality cabinets at the highest value 
possible. In keeping with this practice, our product 
development and sourcing teams recently appraised the color 
match and supplier for the Satomi finish (79A) edgeband,  
successfully sourcing a new material (shown in the image on 
the left) that is a closer match to the foil finish.  

Effective July 17, 2018, our Mira Loma facility began to 
transition out the current edgebanding material (shown in the 
image on the right) and replace with the new material (shown 
in the image on the left). Our Dallas, TX facility began 
transitioning material on August 1, 2018. This material change 
will affect the Lenox (LX) door style and the newly launched 
Mission (MSF) door style in Satomi (79A). Orders with the new 
edgeband material should start shipping in mid to late August. 

While orders will not come with mixed material and we do not 
foresee any product concerns as it relates to our accessories 
and components, any current inventory you may have on hand 
in this finish should be considered and possibly segregated from new inventory to ensure orders with mixed 
material are not installed. To accurately identify new vs. old, please refer to the “print date” or “pick date” on the 
labels depending on what label you are referencing (see Label Date Identification Reference Guide) and identify 
orders picked after 7/17/18 for Mira Loma and 8/1/18 for Dallas. 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this product change, please contact your Territory Business 
Manager or Customer Service.   

Thank you for your continued support. 
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